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Abstract
Analyses of gene expression datasets from multiple individuals and species promise to illuminate
the mode of evolution of gene expression. However, complementary complexities challenge this
enterprise. Characterization of the genetic variation underlying gene expression can easily be
compromised by lack of environmental control. Conversely, the breadth of conclusions from
studies of environmental effects have been limited by use of single strains. Controlled studies have
hinted at extensive gene-by-environment interaction. Thus, both genetics and environment are key
components to models of the evolution of gene expression. We review the literature on the
genetics of gene expression evolution (G), the environmental response literature (E), and the
literature on gene expression as a G x E interaction to make this conceptual point.

As genomic sequence accumulates for organisms across the tree of life, a central goal
remains to map the relationship of genotype to phenotype. One of the earliest accessible
phenotypes consists of the timing, quantity, and sequence of mRNA transcribed. Thus,
describing within-species diversity (polymorphism) and between species variation
(divergence) in mRNA levels at a genomic scale can provide insight into phenotypic
evolution. Microarrays and high-thoroughput mRNA sequence census techniques have
enabled the scientific community to amass a extensive data on gene expression variation, yet
transcriptomic research has yet to deliver a clear picture of the evolutionary process leading
to extant patterns of variation.

Interpreting the evolutionary dynamics of gene expression data will require a) development
of clear hypotheses for the patterns of gene expression variation expected under varying
evolutionary models, and b) evaluation of the fit of observed gene expression variation to
the predictions of competing hypotheses. Generating explicit, testable predictions will be
simplified by construction of evolutionary models specifying the roles of fundamental
processes like mutation and selection in shaping variation. Furthermore, testing between
models for the genetic evolution of gene expression requires accounting for the
environmentally plastic nature of gene expression. Variation in gene expression due to
environmental differences sometimes exceeds that due to genetic variation1. Moreover,
recent studies hint that gene-by-environment (GxE) interactions might constitute a larger
proportion of gene expression variation than previously appreciated. Thus, the evolution of
gene expression phenotypes might be best modeled as genotypic responses to environmental
stimuli or norms of reaction. Here we review selected literature on genetic evolution and
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environmental plasticity of gene expression to suggest productive avenues for future
research.

Genetics of gene expression evolution
Divergent hypotheses about the origin and maintenance of gene expression variation within
populations and between species have drawn support from varying types of data. First, we
review the approaches and logic used to illuminate the mode of genetic evolution of gene
expression.

Neutral accumulation of genetic variation
A model of the unbounded neutral evolution of gene expression predicts that genetic
distance and expression divergence will be correlated, and will accumulate linearly with
time. In primate and mouse brain tissue harvested from post-mortem adult and healthy adult
specimens respectively, average squared difference in expression across all genes was
linearly correlated with estimated time since species divergence2. In Brassicaceae leaf
tissue harvested from plants grown on 0.8% agar with MS salts, a comparison of the square
root of the sum of the squared differences in mean expression across all genes to
evolutionary distance as revealed by comparative genomic hybridizations yielded a
monotonic relationship between evolutionary distance and expression variation3.
Realistically, all genes in a single lineage are unlikely to experience identical evolutionary
pressures4, thus a single genomic correlation likely obscures the idiosyncratic evolutionary
history of expression in individual genes or pathways. On a gene-by-gene basis, a small,
statistically significant correlation has been found between expression polymorphism and
expression divergence in primates2, mice2, and in fish5. However, this mild correlation
between genetic distance or expression polymorphism and expression divergence leaves
much more to be revealed regarding how population genetic variation in gene expression
assorts to between-species divergence. Such a relationship is potentially consistent with
many evolutionary models incorporating either neutral stochastic drift or natural selection.

Polymorphism, divergence, and selection
Under stabilizing selection, genes are predicted to exhibit consistent expression within and
across taxa, and under directional selection, genes are predicted to exhibit little expression
polymorphism, but large divergence. Ranking of gene expression polymorphism and
divergence has been used to identify genes whose expression is potentially under stabilizing
and directional selection, between humans, chimpanzees, and rhesus macaques in liver,
kidney and heart tissue collected after death from natural causes or euthanasia6. Across
tissues, genes ranked as evolutionarily stable exhibited enrichment for transcription factors,
metabolic, and housekeeping genes with conserved function. Similar criteria were applied to
multiple lines of Drosophila melanogaster and two sister species grown in uncrowded
conditions on standard cornmeal media over a developmental transition7, to identify
stabilizing and directional selection. Genes were classified as evolving under stabilizing
selection when the observed expression differences lay outside a shared error distribution
around a common mean for all lines. Conversely, genes were inferred to have experienced
lineage-specific directional selection when expression measurements fell within a common
distribution for D. melanogaster, but varied between Drosophila species. Using these
criteria, 67% of developmentally changing genes were evolutionarily stable across species,
including many transcription factors and signal transducers. In contrast, 25% of
developmentally changing genes were consistent with lineage-specific directional selection.
However, a puzzling consequence of this pair of complementary tests is that the number of
genes categorized as under selection versus drift depends utterly upon the statistical
precision of the gene expression dataset.
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Mutational variance and the genetics of gene expression evolution
A more biologically motivated parameterization of neutral evolution projects the variance
added by mutation (mutational variance) each generation onto the time elapsed since the
divergence of two taxa, to derive a neutral expectation for their expression divergence.
Mutational variances have been estimated from extant polymorphism7, from mutational
variances measured for other phenotypes8, from expression divergence of non-coding
sequence suspected to be neutral2, and from mutation accumulation studies 9-11. Rifkin and
coauthors, for instance, compare gene expression divergence for those genes inconsistent
with their statistical tests for selection to a neutral model, parameterized using measured
polymorphism in D. melanogaster as an estimate for mutational variance7. This test
classifies 7% of developmentally changing genes across Drosophila as consistent with a
neutral drift model, and 0.9% as inconsistent with the drift model. The abundance of genes
under selection identified by both tests applied by Rifkin and coauthors is consistent with
findings from another study, parameterized with a mutational variance selected from a range
encompassing those measured for other phenotypes8. Predicted expression divergence in
this study was generally greater than observed gene expression differences across subspecies
of fruit flies and mice, and species of fruit flies, mice, and primates, suggesting a widespread
role for stabilizing selection.

Measuring mutational variance
Empirical estimates of mutational variance for gene expression provide a more direct
method for parameterizing neutral models. One possible estimate for mutational variance
arises from the differential expression of expressed pseudogenes between diverging
lineages2. However, pseudogenes that have retained activity as well as strong sequence
conservation over long timescales might not be evolving neutrally8. More pertinently, gene
expression variation introduced by mutation can be directly estimated from mutation
accumulation studies. These studies measure the effects of mutation on phenotype by
evolving organisms under permissive laboratory conditions with frequent population
bottlenecks to retain novel mutations even at a fitness cost. Such experiments yield
mutational variances for gene expression phenotypes in the range of 10−5 increase in trait
variance per generation9-11. This variance is lower than that observed for many
morphological phenotypes, but nevertheless higher than polymorphism in gene expression
observed among natural isolates9, 10. As natural isolates accumulating genetic differences
over millennia show less variation than arises in the lab over relatively few generations,
mutation accumulation studies imply that models of neutral drift are inconsistent with gene
expression evolution over long time scales.

Quantitative genetic modeling of the genetics of gene expression evolution
Growing numbers of population datasets might soon elucidate microevolutionary processes
involved in gene expression evolution (see Box 1). Models more closely reflecting the range
of evolutionary processes hypothesized to drive gene expression evolution will increase our
power to discriminate between evolutionary hypotheses and clarify the data types required
to evaluate them. Quantitative genetics models developed for the analysis of polygenic traits
12-15 have not yet been comprehensively applied to the evolution of gene expression. A
range of models describing expression divergence between duplicate genes16-18 provide a
valuable start in this direction, but remain limited by simplifying assumptions about
selection. Likewise, the unbounded accumulation of gene expression variation over
extended evolutionary time under strict neutrality lacks any force constraining expression
levels within a physiologically reasonable range8. A reasonable null hypothesis for future
models of gene expression evolution might be one of bounded neutral drift where basic
transcriptional or genetic constraints impose an upper limit on expression, and expression
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levels drift stochastically between this upper limit and a lower limit of expression, perhaps
zero.

A second step towards explicitly modeling the underlying processes requires focusing on
units smaller than whole genomes. While genes embedded in the same pathway are likely to
share some sources of transcriptional variance, efforts to describe the dynamics of genetic
evolution of gene expression should begin by exploring models that allow different genes to
follow differing selective trajectories. This approach permits a more realistic and complete
description of the forces acting on expression levels of different genes. It also is consistent
our current understanding of sequence evolution of genes, where diverse evolutionary
models fit data from different loci4. Assessing the support for the differing models by
capitalizing on multiple independent sources of data from mutation accumulation studies to
surveys of expression to comparison with molecular evolutionary trees will accelerate
insight into the genetic evolution of gene expression.

However, analyzing the genetic evolution of gene expression as a static phenotypic trait
risks misattributing environmental variation to genetic sources. Inferring genetic evolution
from expression differences in the absence of environmental control is particularly likely to
be challenging for cross-species comparisons, where extensive differences in social, cultural,
and ecological environments shape many aspects of development. Recent work comparing
transcriptional profiles of mouse livers illuminates this point: mice were fed diets consisting
of human prepared food or a fruit-vegetable-yogurt primate facility diet19. Genes detected
as differentially expressed between the livers of mice fed chimpanzee diets versus human
diets overlapped with genes differentially expressed in comparisons between chimpanzee
and human livers by a proportion greater than expected by chance. The conservation of
transcriptional plasticity to diet between mice, chimpanzees, and humans is itself
remarkable, but this result importantly implies that design of gene expression experiments
and interpretation of their conclusions must take environmental effects into account in order
to make sound inferences about the nature of evolution of gene expression.

Environmental effects on gene expression
Environmental effects on gene expression have been measured for many abiotic factors
including chemical composition20-24, light levels25, acoustic signals26, temperature
changes20, 27, 28, altitude29, and gravitational forces30-32. Effects of biotic factors in the
environment have also been revealed, including responses to food availability33, 34, injury
or threat of predation35, 36, infection37-40, captivity41, and social interactions 42, 43.
Because gene expression level can be highly plastic to environment, a thorough
interpretation of gene expression variation requires evaluation of environmental axes of
expression variation. In particular, one concern common to all gene expression studies is the
need to account for influences of past and present environments on expression levels (Box
2).

Effects of the environment during development
Environmental conditions during early life can act as developmental switches directing
phenotypically plastic responses along particular trajectories44. While activation of a
particular developmental pathway is likely mediated by transcription as it occurs, variation
in gene expression between mature alternative phenotypes later in life can retain a signature
of the early environment. The influence of rearing environments including diet for fruit flies
(D. melanogaster) and wild versus hatchery conditions for Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) on
later gene expression levels exemplify the enduring effects of developmental environments
on gene expression45, 46.
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Developmental environments might be particularly likely to shape lifelong gene expression
when they influence genomic imprinting. For instance, the quality of maternal care in rats
(Rattus norvegicus) alters chromatin imprinting, impacting gene expression and behavioral
states later in life47. Humans exposed to famine prenatally during WWII show significant
differences in DNA methylation compared to unexposed same-sex siblings48. This altered
methylation is thought to induce long-term changes in expression patterns, which might
underlie an association between early gestational famine and disease48. While much
remains unknown about the influences of developmental environments on genomic
imprinting, what is known argues that meticulous control of developmental environment is
critical for correctly attributing the sources of gene expression variation.

Effects of the immediate environment
Rapid and extensive gene expression responses induced by environmental perturbation
directly before sampling illustrate the importance of controlling for the influence of the
immediate environment. In budding yeast, cells exposed to a panel of environmental
stressors (including heat shock, ethanol shock, osmotic shock, pH extremes, starvation,
oxidative stress, reductive stress, and DNA damage) differentially express of up to a third of
the genome20, 49. Multicellular organisms also rapidly alter expression levels in response to
immediate environmental stimuli. For example, rats (R. norvegicus) exposed to threat of
predation for ten minute intervals35 and female swordtails (Xiphophorus nigrensis) exposed
to varying short-term social stimuli show differences in brain gene expression42. In
responding to the abiotic environment, A. thaliana seedlings differentially express genes in
response to simulated shade within an hour25, and Japanese flounder (Paralichthys
olivaceus) exposed to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons for three days show altered liver
gene expression50. The time scale on which it is necessary to consider environmental
contributions to gene expression variation will vary with the phenotype under study (Box 2),
but standardizing immediate environments between samples is critical for extracting the
clearest possible signal for the differences of interest.

Effects of harvest
Gene expression variation can also be easily introduced during measurement. For many
expression analyses, harvest environments include tissue harvest technique and storage,
RNA extraction, reverse transcription, labeling and hybridization. Reverse transcription and
labeling introduce known biases into measured expression profiles that can be countered by
designing experiments in which fluorophores are flipped in a balanced design51-53.
Variation in harvest environments as small as different centrifuge temperatures during spin-
down of yeast cultures, or differing numbers Drosophila pooled during sacrifice, introduces
significant differences in measured expression levels. One study investigating the effect of
gravitropism on A. thaliana controlled for the effect of a mechanical perturbation on gene
expression: Moseyko and coauthors examined expression in roots of plants positioned
horizontally for 30 minutes, and also in control plants rotated a complete 360 degrees over
10 seconds, then left undisturbed for 30 minutes before sampling54. This control
manipulation was too short in duration to activate the known gravitropic response pathway,
yet the mechanical rotation affected the expression of 192 genes compared to undisturbed
plants left in a vertical position54. Given the vulnerability of expression data to such
experimental effects, minimizing manipulation or perturbation of the environments
experienced by organisms during sampling, and ensuring that all samples under comparison
share the exactly the same inevitable sources of error, is critical to measurement of a robust
signal of the transcriptional profile for a distinct environmental context.
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Environment & gene expression evolution
The environment operates on phenotypes jointly as an “agent of development”, shaping the
expression of traits, and as an “agent of selection”, filtering the genotypes surviving to
produce the next generation 44. The degree to which plasticity in gene expression impacts
organismal fitness across environments is a pressing unknown. The fitness effects of
plasticity in the expression of a gene in a particular environment could fall anywhere along a
continuum, between no impact and tight selective constraint, around an adaptive optimum.
Depending on the fitness costs and benefits involved55, selection might be expected to
optimize gene expression phenotypes for high fitness in the environments that trigger them.
Such responses could range from condition-specific changes narrowly tuned to particular
environments to general responses to any perceived environmental perturbation. Indeed,
both highly specific and more global expression responses have been documented20. Non-
adaptive environmental variation in expression could arise if the physical effects of the
environmental change directly impact the transcriptional process or indirectly alter
expression through epistatic interactions. Condition-specific epistasis has been identified
among duplicate genes in yeast, suggesting that altered environments can shift the wiring of
transcriptional networks to yoke together genes that do not interact under all conditions56.
Thus, uncovering the source of plastic expression phenotypes might be complicated by
deviations from the annotated sets of interacting genes identified under rich laboratory
conditions.

Evolved plastic responses also influence evolutionary trajectories by affecting organismal
fitness in novel environments. Transcriptional plasticity in a novel environment could result
in beneficial, deleterious, or negligible effects on fitness, due to chance or due to a hisyory
of past encounters with similar environmental challenges. Much of the theory developed to
explore the evolution of phenotypic plasticity under varying formulations of the costs and
benefits of plasticity in both stably fluctuating environments and novel environments is
relevant to gene expression phenotypes44, 57, 58 though the role of properties like epistasis
and mutational accessibility of divergent gene expression states might require additional
clarification for transcriptional plasticity. Moreover, statistical methods and theory
developed to deal with morphological traits demonstrating plasticity over a variable
environment can prove useful in analyzing gene expression (Box 3).

Genetic variation arising from mutation might provide variation in environmental plasticity
in expression. A long-term product of this variation is the potential for species to evolve
novel environmental plasticity. A more direct, short-term product of this variation is gene-
by-environment interaction, in which different genotypes show varying transcriptional
responses to identical environments. Thus, to truly understand the evolution of gene
expression requires dealing with expression variation not just as a product of genetic
variation, nor simply as a product of environmental variation, but as a product jointly of
genes and environment.

Gene x Environment interactions and gene expression
There is little reason to believe that genetic and environmental variation in gene expression
combine in a simple additive fashion (e.g. as depicted in Box 2 Figure I). Rather, a growing
literature implicates interactions between the two. The resulting “reaction norm” describes
expression of a single genotype across a range of environments. These patterns might vary
from allele to allele within populations, or from gene to gene between species.

Within populations, allelic polymorphism for gene expression reaction norms results in
varying transcriptional responses for genotypes across environments59. Varying reaction
norms for gene expression phenotypes have been revealed in natural populations by
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investigation of the genetic basis of prominent macroscopic phenotypes. For instance,
European flounder (Platichthys flesus) sampled from high-saline North Sea and brackish
Baltic Sea populations show variation in plastic gene expression response to high- and low-
salinity conditions in the immediate environment60. A significant interaction between
developmental food source and genetic background on both gene expression and behavioral
norms of reaction was demonstrated in wild-derived inbred lines of fruit flies (D.
melanogaster) responding to alcohol odor cues61. In this study, complementation tests for
two genes showed that gene expression gene-by-environment interactions influenced
behavioral reaction norms for an olfactory response, thus linking transcriptional and
behavioral plasticity61. In contrast, studies investigating gene expression polymorphism in
honey bees (Apis mellifera) expressing variable susceptibility to mite infection62, and in fire
ants (Solenopsis invicta) forming single or multiple queen colonies based on genetic identity
of their social environment63, detected significant effects of genetic background and
environmental conditions on gene expression, but few genes showing an interaction between
the two. Whether lack of evidence for gene-by-environment interactions stands as evidence
of absence will only be answered by further sampling at greater depth. However, ruling out
the importance of such interactions requires applying high power for revealing small
differences to exhaustively sample a broad range of ecologically-relevant environments.

Genetic manipulations can identify the cellular mechanisms underlying accommodation to
the current environment by precisely perturbing genetic networks and then measuring the
resulting impact on gene expression reaction norms64. Tightly controlling genetic variation
in order to investigate the mechanistic basis and adaptive benefits of gene by environment
interactions provides insight into how genomes cope with variable environmental
challenges, but misses information about the evolutionary process encoded in the existing
natural genetic variation for norms of reaction.

Exploring the reaction norms of natural isolates for well-studied model organisms in a
laboratory setting facilitates the balancing of these two goals. The detailed annotation and
genome resources available for model organisms allow investigation of the nature and the
limits of gene expression norms of reactions. Quantitative linkage studies exploring the
genetic control of plastic expression levels, across varying carbon sources for yeast and
varying temperature regimes for C. elegans, suggest that large gene-by-environment
interactions might be mainly due to trans-acting polymorphisms59, 65. Gene-by-
environment interactions assessed across a broad sample of yeast strains showed that
existing genetic variation for transcriptional plasticity is biased towards genes that are
dispensable to cell survival in rich conditions and towards genes with paralogs in the
genome66. Thus, mutations influencing environment-specific expression might persist
primarily in robust gene networks that are somewhat buffered against environmental
perturbation by genetic redundancy or dispensability with regards to fitness66. However,
even “non-essential” genes can impact fitness in the right environment. Recent work
screening the set of yeast gene deletion strains across 400 environments reveals a fitness
effect for 97% of genes, highlighting again that essentiality is defined specifically with
regard to particular environmental contexts67. Therefore, it will often be more informative
and insightful to think of alleles for gene expression as each contributing (additively or non-
additively) to a norm of reaction across environments, rather than to a static expression level
or fitness.

A natural consequence of population genetic variation in norms of reaction and the filtering
of those responses by selection or drift is divergence of reaction norms between species.
Thus, differences in gene expression between species might also be best described as joint
functions of their genetic and environmental divergence. Between-species comparisons of
gene expression profiles have typically been used to discern the impact of evolutionary
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distance on gene expression divergence or to define common gene expression signatures of
shared biological processes or constraints68. Relatively few studies have investigated the
differential responses to environmental variation due to evolved species differences in gene
expression reaction norms. Several notable exceptions provide perspective on the insight
available from evaluating norms of reaction across species.

Comparing gene expression reaction norms for cold tolerance in the wild crucifer Thlaspi
arvense to A. thaliana demonstrated some conserved responses to cold between the species,
as well as novel cold-regulated pathways potentially responsible for T. arvense’s greater
cold tolerance69. Comparison of transcriptional profiles of the soybean cyst nematode
(Heterodera glycines) to published data from C. elegans across varying life stages suggests
that the arrested development of the infective juvenile life stage of the soybean cyst
nematode is metabolically distinct from developmental arrest in C. elegans70. Such
comparisons of norms of reactions between species provide a valuable picture of diverse
gene expression responses of divergent species in their corresponding ecology; however,
comparative evolutionary inferences drawing on published datasets is challenged by
variation in species-specific requirements and characteristics, as well as the difficulty of
standardizing experimental culture conditions between experiments across laboratories.
Cross-laboratory comparisons of gene expression require strict adherence to common
protocols to limit the additional uncontrolled variation introduced by slight experimental
differences.

In some cases, variation in culture conditions is introduced within laboratories to contrast
reaction norms of species with varying biological requirements. Jiao and coauthors
measured differential gene expression during light-regulated seedling development in rice
(Oryza sativa) and A. thaliana71. They identified shared metabolic pathways regulated by
light as well as species differences in light responses of organ-specific expression profiles.
However, even in a common laboratory setting, necessary environmental variation for
culturing the two species creates a discrepancy between the reaction norms being compared.
While evolved expression differences between species certainly include different habitat use
or ecological niches, we gain the most power in discriminating the source of evolved gene
expression differences by comparing species in identical environments.

Two studies have taken advantage of the similar ecology of closely related species to
directly compare between-species norms of reaction in common environments. A detailed
analysis of the influence of the toxin 2,3,7,8-tetraclorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) on the
hepatic gene expression profiles of rats and mice raised under identical conditions, revealed
both conserved and species-specific gene expression responses to TCDD consistent with
physiological data72. Tirosh and coauthors exploited the similar habitats of four yeast
species to perform between-species comparisons across five common environmental
conditions and identify a common regulatory motif enhancing sensitivity of gene expression
to perturbation, potentially contributing to expression divergence between species73.

In considering gene expression norms of reaction, both within populations and between
species, one final key issue is the relationship between the power of a given study and the
number of gene-by-environment interactions detected (Box 1). The more reliably one can
estimate gene expression levels across replicates, the higher power a study will have to call
small interaction effects significant. For example, a comparison of two strains of yeast in
two environments with high replication59 detected ten times more transcripts showing
strain-condition interactions than a comparison of six strains of yeast in four environmental
conditions with lower replication66. The contrast here illustrates a basic tension in
quantifying genetic variation for transcriptional plasticity in nature: whether to increase
replication of few genotypes in few environments or to better represent the range of genetic
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or environmental variation possible at a cost to sensitivity for detecting small differences.
Developing statistical methods for comparison of gene expression reaction norms as
function-valued traits might help keep research efforts focused on effect sizes rather than
power-dependent p-values, improving comparability across experiments as well as
increasing statistical power (Box 2). Ultimately, more comprehensive sampling is required
across taxa, populations, and environments. This goal grows increasingly attainable as
methods for measuring gene expression across diverse species decrease in cost and increase
in accessibility.

Conclusion
As new technologies make comprehensive description of gene expression levels more
accessible, it is critical that gene expression phenotypes be considered as a function of a
particular environmental context as well as the product of a genotype. Specifically,
attributing the sources of variation in gene expression phenotypes, whether within
populations or between species, requires controlling for the effect of environmental variation
in development, immediate environment, and RNA harvest. Applying environmentally
contextualized gene expression datasets to questions regarding the evolution of gene
expression will be aided by a clear understanding of the underlying implications of varying
evolutionary models. In particular, identifying and collecting the most informative sources
of data for describing gene expression evolution will be assisted by parameterization of
quantitative models of phenotypic evolution13 under varying selective regimes on a gene-
by-gene basis. Thus, clarifying the process by which genetic variation is realized in its
environmental context brings us one step closer to a more complete understanding of the
phenotypic evolution of diversity.

Population variation in gene expression and experimental power

Early studies in organisms from yeast to humans surveying population polymorphism in
gene expression have reported widely varying results for the number of genes whose
expression varied between individuals5, 45, 60, 74-91, making the formulation of general
rules problematic92. Some of the putative discrepancies undoubtedly arise because these
studies employ varying criteria for calling genes differentially expressed, and generally
have not scaled their results to account for experimental power to detect differences. The
precision of measurement and experimental design of a gene expression study determines
the degree to which it is possible to reliably estimate gene expression levels; the more
reliably one can estimate expression level, the more likely one is to be able to call a small
observed difference significant93. To draw comparisons across studies, it is therefore
critical that authors report not only the significant differences that were detected, but also
the experimental power employed. For example, early work in the fruit fly classified
genes as male-biased or female-biased based on the sex in which the gene had greater
expression under typical culture conditions, demonstrating that a higher proportion of the
significantly differentially expressed genes were male-biased than female-biased85. In
contrast, a recent study featuring higher power has revealed that the magnitude of
expression differences between the sexes are greater for male-biased than female-biased
genes, but that the total number of expression differences detected at high power are
roughly equal for genes with male-biased and female-biased expression 94. Although
these results might at first appear contradictory, they are in fact consistent, once
statistical power is understood. Thus, interpretation of biological patterns of variation in
gene expression data must be carefully cognizant of the limitations imposed by the
statistical power applied.
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Three scenarios demonstrating the importance of the complete
environmental history of the mRNA sample to measurement of gene

expression level

Temporally changing environments can be characterized as acting on gene expression
over diverse time scales, including developmental environments, environments
immediately preceding tissue harvest, and harvest and measurement environments. In
Figure I, bell curves represent genetic variation. In each panel, two samples exhibit
identical genetic potential for gene expression (brown), but experience an environmental
perturbation at one of these three environmental timescales that causes significant
variation in gene expression levels (green vs. red). Time scales of environmental
variation are represented on the x-axis. The far right represents the final measured mRNA
levels, which can differ substantially due to all perturbations.

(a) mRNA harvest

The harvest procedure creates an environment that frequently results in rapid
transcriptional responses. Slight differences in treatment or timing of the harvest
procedure among samples can result in extensive differences in genome-wide gene
expression. For example, storing unfrozen tissue on ice for varying durations or cooling it
at varying rates can lead to extensive differential expression.

(b) Immediate environment

All aspects of the immediate environment of the organism prior to sampling can impact
expression measurements. The scale over which immediate environments influence gene
expression varies widely with the stimulus. For example, in an experiment on fish, the
social environment of an individual fish over the day before sampling could influence
brain gene expression independently from the social interactions occurring in the moment
before sampling. Other environmental effects can completely reset with environmental
change so that the current environment is the only one that is relevant. Thus, the salinity
of the environment of the fish immediately before harvest is likely to have more impact
on gene expression levels than small fluctuations in the preceding week. Differences
between the immediate environments of two sampled fish, including differences in
salinity experienced in the prior minute or amount of aggression experienced in the prior
day, could increase measured variation in gene expression.

(c) Developmental environment

Environmental conditions extending throughout the developmental history of the
organism sampled can contribute to gene expression differences observed, even when
immediate environment and mRNA harvest are perfectly controlled. For instance, age
and nutritional environment often codetermine organismal size. Thus, using size as a
proxy for developmental stage could lead to extensive variation in gene expression
between younger organisms that have experienced better nutrition and more aged
organisms that have experienced worse nutrition during development.
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Modeling Environmental Plasticity in Gene Expression as a Continuous
Trait

Understanding the influence of genotype-by-environment interactions on gene expression
is a critical goal for disciplines from human medicine to the ecology of our changing
planet, yet our ability to make inferences about gene expression responses to
environmental gradients are limited by analysis methods that often unnecessarily
discretize what might be best understood as continuous norm of reaction. Treatment of
gene expression levels measured and statistically estimated at discrete values of an
environmental gradients as separate, possibly correlated traits discards significant
information by suppressing the relationships among the values of the environmental
gradient at which expression was sampled. An alternative possibility would be to assign a
flexible functional form to the relationship between environment and expression level.
Measurements could then be applied to statistically estimate the optimal functional
parameterization using the methods developed for function-valued traits95. Comparison
of these function-valued responses would provide a much more direct approach toward
characterizing the gene expression response of an organism to the environment and
therefore toward characterizing GxE interactions as well. A function-valued approach for
cyclical analysis of gene expression during a developmental time course in the yeast cell
cycle provided an improved error-rate classification 96. Incorporating a function-valued
trait approach has been shown to increase the statistical power to discern differences,
such as those that could be attributable to genetics, environment, or gene-by-environment
interactions in QTL analyses97. Moreover, precise parameterization of gene expression
as a function-valued trait has the potential to shift the focus of expression studies from
simple identification of which genes are up and down to instead how genetic differences
modulate the way organisms respond to environmental conditions.
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Figure 1. Gene expression evolution under models of stabilizing selection, directional selection
and neutral drift
Grey bell curves represent population genetic variation in the level of expression of a gene
in a particular environment. Red curves represent fitness in relation to gene expression level.
Black lines represent exemplar mutants that survive or die (red cross) each generation.
Identical mutations generated under varying selective conditions produce different final
expectations for the mean and variance of distributions of gene expression levels.
A) Stabilizing selection: The production of new genetic variants is balanced by selection
against variants at the extremes of the distribution of gene expression levels.
B) Directional selection: Selection preferentially eliminates genetic variants at one end of
the distribution, leading to shifting of the distribution mean until a new balance is achieved
or a new selective regime is entered.
C) Neutral drift: Under unbounded neutrality, mutational biases and sampling dynamics
determine evolutionary trends. If all expression levels are equally fit, expected variance will
increase with time. Depending on population sizes, chance sampling effects could lead to
occasional loss of variation and consequential distributional shifts. The expected mean of the
distribution will remain unchanged.
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